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1
Introduction

Director and Genre
This monograph is a study of a genre and the work of a director in the
contemporary Hong Kong cinema. The equation of genre and director opens
a question about the nature of the Hong Kong film industry and its structure
of genres. Since the industry employs filmmakers to achieve and consolidate
its objective of entertainment and commerce, how does a director make use
of and transcend the limitations of genre to make films of his own wishes and
design?
The relationship between genre and director is an underdeveloped area
of Hong Kong film studies. Much of the published studies of Hong Kong
cinema focus either on genre or director but rarely examine the symbiosis
between the two. From the point of view of genre theory, genre films tend
to make themselves so long as the director follows the established rules and
conventions of genre. The theoretical premise of this monograph is that the
work of the director in focus, Johnnie To1 (Chinese name: To Kei-fung in
Cantonese, Du Qifeng in Mandarin), has affected and changed the nature of
genre and its industry more so than the other way around. To’s work in the
genre of the action film was undertaken in a period of steady decline (from
1997 to 2005) in the Hong Kong film industry as Hong Kong itself was beset
with economic and social malaise in the years following reunification with
China in 1997. To secured his reputation largely through his direction of a
series of off-beat action films set in the contemporary era, centring around the
world of professional killers, criminals, triad gangsters and their policemen
adversaries: A Hero Never Dies (1998), Running out of Time (1999), The Mission
(1999), Fulltime Killer (2001), Running out of Time 2 (2001), PTU (2003), Breaking
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News (2004), Election (2005), Election 2 (2006) and Exiled (2006). At the same
time, To also produced and supervised (in some cases, actually directed), under
the banner of Milkyway Image, the production company that he founded in
1996, an even more unusual series of action films directed by younger proteges:
Beyond Hypothermia (1996), Too Many Ways to Be Number One (1997), The
Odd One Dies (1997), The Longest Nite (1998), Expect the Unexpected (1998).
These films set an extraordinary record for To as the most distinctive and
innovative director in Hong Kong cinema today. They merit a study of To
as an auteur working specifically in the genre of the action film. For To, the
action film genre gave him the space to build interesting narratives around
his main concerns which are cinematic but also social and political. As such,
there is an imperative to study To’s action films in order not only to
understand To’s career in the Hong Kong cinema and the scope of his
achievements as a director but also the genre as “experience and meaning”,
to use Barry Keith Grant’s formulation of genre cognition.2 Grant invokes
the idea of genre films as “social myth … directly related to lived experience,
their traditions clearly connected to communal values”.3 The action film genre
represents in microcosm the cinematic range of To’s career and the
community of Hong Kong which moulds To’s “lived experience”. (To had
also spent a formative part of his career in television, which falls outside the
scope of this monograph.)
To has handled a variety of genres and he has directed action films of
many kinds. As the term “action film” is a broad one, it is necessary to consider
the term more closely and in the process, come up with inter-generic terms
of reference within which we may assess To and his films. To’s distinctiveness
lies in marking out the differentials between the intertextual connotations of
genre, as I hope to demonstrate below. His films can and are often referred
to multifariously as the “gangster movie”, the “cops and robbers movie”, the
“detective movie” (or “policier”, to use the French term), the “crime movie”,
and other subsets and variations peculiar to the Hong Kong cinema — such
as the “young triad movies” (guhuozai pian), “professional killer movies”
(shashou pian), “hero movies” (yingxiong pian), and “black society movies” (hei
shehui pian: the term “black society” being an euphemism for triads). Such
arbitrary labelling can amount to pigeonholing and stereotyping which often
confuses and does not reflect the intrinsic value of a genre.
How does one define action as an intrinsic value of the Hong Kong action
film? Is action, in terms of pure action (defined as spectacle4 ), the meaning
or the structure of the genre? Since action in the Hong Kong cinema is usually
defined in terms of choreographic scenes of violence involving gunplay,
swordplay, and martial arts, or a combination of all three, the term “action”
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is thereby applicable to a wide range of genres — martial arts,5 comedy,
horror, melodrama, and the gangster movie. The action films of Johnnie To
can be defined under the name of one or many of all these genres, and this,
apart from anything else, makes him a typical and representative Hong Kong
director. But we are still somewhere short of a definitive understanding of
the action film genre and from knowing how it stands vis-à-vis the director
of this study. The chart below delimits the genre categories of To’s action
films forming the focus of this monograph:

Gangster (or triad) movies

The Big Heat
Loving You
Too Many Ways to Be No. 1
The Odd One Dies
The Longest Nite
A Hero Never Dies
The Mission
PTU
Election
Election 2
Exiled

Cops and robbers
(or detective) movies
The Big Heat
Loving You
The Longest Nite
Expect the Unexpected
Running out of Time
Running out of Time 2
PTU
Breaking News
Running on Karma
Election
Election 2

Professional or hired
killer movies
Beyond Hypothermia
The Odd One Dies
The Longest Nite
A Hero Never Dies
The Mission
Fulltime Killer
Election 2
Exiled

The fact that some films appear in more than one category shows that
there is considerable overlap between the categories (some appear to cross
all three categories and these are perhaps the most representative action films
in the To canon). (I have not categorised To’s other films that will be analysed
in this monograph, namely The Heroic Trio, Lifeline, Needing You, Help! and
Throw Down, for the reason that they do not fall as neatly into the above
categories, although their generic links with the action film will be dealt with
in the upcoming chapters; and it is possible of course to form other subcategories within the three above, e.g. Running on Karma could be classified
in the sub-category of “serial-killer” movies or “muscular action” films ). The
element of arbitrariness in delimiting the genres above is compounded by the
fact that they can all fall under the wider category of the “crime film”. Western
critics denote the “gangster film”, the “detective film” and the “crime film”
as discreet or distinctive genres,6 and they have a somewhat different
understanding of the action film. Based on the empirical evidence of
Hollywood products, James M. Welsh divides the action film into two
categories: pure action and action-adventure. Welsh favours the latter as a
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more cohesive category because it meets the definition “of a film genre that
requires a recognizable iconography, coded characters designed to respond
to dangerous situations in predictable ways, and clearly defined formula
filmmaking”.7 To Welsh, the action-adventure category encompasses disaster
pictures featuring spectacular visual effects, including Spielberg’s Jurassic Park
(1993) and Cameron’s Titanic (1997), the films of John Woo and Richard
Donner (the Lethal Weapon series), the Simpson-Bruckheimer films (Top Gun
[1986], The Rock [1996], Con Air [1997]), and almost any kind of big-budget
“testosterone movies” borrowing from “the film noir tradition involving an
atmosphere of menace and a corrupt or corrupting city, past, present, or
future”.8 The action genre appears to be quite a distinctive tradition of
blockbuster adventure with film noir atmosphere but it appears also to be
multi-generic. Similarly, Mark Gallagher asserts that “the action film
constitutes a genre of its own” but that it “draws from other traditional film
genres” such as the gangster film, the Western and the war film.9
I would argue that To’s action films with a cop and gangster background
share a certain affinity with the Western more than any other genre. In one
sense, the Western denotes the earliest generic mode of action cinema,
invoked by the famous shot of the outlaw firing his gun into the camera in
Edwin S. Porter’s The Great Train Robbery (1903), and in another sense, it
denotes a certain relationship between Hollywood and the Hong Kong
cinema: Hong Kong as a miniature Hollywood (the relationship here points
to a sharing of generic properties in both cinemas as well as to the fact that
the Hong Kong film industry was modelled after Hollywood). To’s films could
be regarded as “urban Westerns”, with the “urban” denoting the “determinate
space” of action (while the Western in itself denotes its own determinate space
in the American frontier). The term is borrowed from Thomas Schatz, who
gives a distinction between genres of “determinate space” (which includes
Westerns, gangster and detective films) and those of “indeterminate space”
(including musicals, screwball comedy, melodrama).10 Schatz’s definition of
“determinate space” is a “symbolic arena of action” in which conflict over
fundamental values is sustained within a familiar locale and enacted “according
to a prescribed system of rules and behavioural codes”. By “indeterminate
space”, Schatz means a civilized, ideologically stable milieu where there is
no physical conflict but rather “attitudinal oppositions” which are more
ideological and abstract.11
Space in The Mission, PTU, Breaking News, Election and Election 2, is
certainly determinate in the sense of being a limited, symbolic arena of action
where conflict and resolution are played out according to a prescribed system
of rules and codes. This immediately invokes the kind of mythic space which
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the Chinese call the jianghu (literally, “rivers and lakes”), referring to the world
in which triad-based gangsters, hired killers and even the police-detectives
operate according to prescribed codes and rituals. The action is determined
by these codes and rituals — as To demonstrates succinctly in Election. There
is a parallel here with the literary world of romance where “the ordinary laws
of nature are slightly suspended” and in which the hero must be portrayed
as “doing something”, as Northrop Frye explains (the romance genre is thus
defined “by the hero’s power of action”).12 The hero’s “prodigies of courage
and endurance, unnatural to us, are natural to him”.13
Certain Hong Kong critics have latterly coined the term “jianghu movies”
to refer to the kind of action films that I am trying to define here (the 2004
release Jianghu, starring Andy Lau and Jacky Cheung, is the archetype marking
the trend to rename the action-cum-gangster film in this culturally specific
way, somewhat in the manner of the Japanese genre known as yakuza). I could
well have used the terminology jianghu films as a metonym for “action films”,
but to my mind, jianghu is much too broad and there is no determinate jianghu
myth that defines the contemporary action film: a jianghu movie could just
as well be a martial arts movie in the style of wuxia (the martial chivalry form).
The jianghu myth is seen through the subjective points of view of filmmakers
and arbitrarily categorized by critics and filmmakers equally, although it is true
that the Hong Kong action film is driven by jianghu precepts such as the notion
of yi (the sense of righteousness), loyalty, bonding, as evident in To’s The
Mission and PTU, which can be seen as variations of earlier films based on
the same precepts in both the gunplay-action format (such as John Woo’s A
Better Tomorrow, Hard Boiled, Ringo Lam’s City on Fire) and in the swordplay
and kung fu action format (Zhang Che’s The Heroic Ones, Blood Brothers, and
many others).
The action film can be recognized by the jianghu myth and its precepts,
but if jianghu-space is mythical and determinate at the same time, how is it
manifested? For convenience, we might see the jianghu-space in the same
urban dimensions as the urban Western, where the urbanity of the space
connotes a certain type of action, as well as a certain apparatus of action. In
Election and Election 2, the jianghu codes proscribe the use of guns and these
two films may in this sense be excluded from the realm of the urban Western,
but if guns were only a stylistic feature of the action film, their absence in
the two films is immaterial. According to John Cawelti, the urban Western
is a genus which “frequently requires a group and elaborate technology”.14
To’s films, including Election and Election 2, are models of this requirement.
They are all about the group operating in urban settings with the elaborate
implements of modern technology forming what I will call the “infrastructure
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of violence”: cars, lifts, elevators, mobile phones, TV, the internet, and above
all, guns. Guns are not immaterial to the majority of To’s action films and
ought to be placed at the centre of this infrastructure of violence. On the one
hand, they are practically synonymous with the action film, and on the other,
as Jason Jacobs claims, the “cinema and gunfire had always been
intertwined”.15 It is guns that clarify the analogy of To’s urban action films
with urban Westerns.

Still 1.1

A professional gun hand: A scene from The Mission

Robert Warshow also sees an unmistakable association between the
Western and the gangster-action film, and the crucial link is the use of guns.
He declares: “The two most successful creations of American movies are the
gangster and the Westerner: men with guns”.16 Insofar as To’s action films
are about men with guns, they are an amalgamation of the gangster film and
the Western.17 “Guns as physical objects, and the postures associated with
their use form the visual and emotional center of both types of films”,
Warshow asserts.18 He could be talking about A Hero Never Dies, The Mission,
PTU and Breaking News — all true urban Westerns, all with gangsters in them,
and all featuring emotional relationships between protagonists and adversaries
that are “fundamentally bound up with the gunfire itself” (as Jason Jacobs
comments on the central relationship between the two cops in John Woo’s
Hard-Boiled 19 ). To’s heroes are typical modern gunfighters, evoking a cult or
a mystique described by Richard Slotkin in the context of the American
Western as “a style of action more appropriate to a certain kind of worldview (which) is essentially ‘hardboiled’: the world is a hostile place, human
motives are rarely good, and outcomes depend not on right but on the proper
deployment of might”.20
To’s hardboiled urban settings can be interpreted as a Western frontier,
complete with all its mythic proportions as well as its propensity for crime
and violence. Might rules in this hostile environment, but To’s films do not
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Still 1.2 A scene typical of the urban Western, from Breaking
News

lack a moral, ethical dimension of violence. The urban Western denotes
violence as a natural corollary of guns, but it is the emotional relationships
bound up with gunfire that determines the nature of violence. Jacobs writes
essentially about the aesthetics of gunfire sequences (exemplified by the last
shootout in Peckinpah’s The Wild Bunch), and I will make the point that the
violence in To’s films is a manifestation of mythical violence, in other words,
aestheticized as myth (more on mythical violence later). Jacobs also notes that
gunfire is gender-specific. “Gunfire sequences offer particular pleasures for
men, pleasures which often cannot be found elsewhere”.21 To’s gunfire action
films are certainly male-specific and emit homosocial and homoerotic pleasure
as a natural part of what Richard Dyer calls “the masculine structure of feeling”
in the action film.22 Though it is tempting to take this masculine structure
for granted, To’s films consciously or unconsciously pose a question about
violence and its association with men, highlighting what Yvonne Tasker calls
“the politics of representation in terms of the construction and dissolution
of categories for identification within the cinema”.23 The masculine structure
in To’s films is not as solidly conceived as it might seem, and some critics
have shown that it does occasionally crumble, supporting their claim that To’s
films in fact exhibit a “crisis of masculinity”.24
Jacobs suggests that gunfire sequences offer a broader pleasure which is
“less gender-specific and more universal than it might at first seem”.25 He
writes, “the profoundest desire and deepest pleasure in … gunfire sequences
(lies) in the will to fight back, to gain mastery over one’s life even in
circumstances so desperate and agonised”.26 Gunfire sequences give us
“genuine dramas of mastery and loss” and that if they “do reflect male pleasures
and anxieties, this is because in a patriarchal world men have more to lose”.27
While To’s action films are overwhelmingly a male domain, as To himself
will be the first to admit, women are always present and sometimes play a
central role in the action (as in Breaking News) or a subversive one that
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ultimately threatens the existence of the homosocial group (as in The Mission).
The presence of women in To’s films, including A Hero Never Dies, The
Mission, PTU, Breaking News, offsets the overwhelming masculinity of
violence, serving as symbols to standardize male anxiety in the patriarchal
environment and the “will to fight back” — in PTU and Breaking News, the
will to fight back works on both sides of the gender divide. Violence and
gender are intertwined in this respect, as a denominator of To’s preoccupation
with male anxiety and the thrust of fatalism as a male drive.
On the question of violence, it is pertinent to identify the nature of
violence in To’s films. Whereas violence is generally conveyed through
gunfire, not a single gun is fired in Throw Down, Election and Election 2,
although the films are not less violent for that. Election and Election 2 are violent
in a highly surreal fashion — and here it is important to remember the
determinate, mythical space of the jianghu in which the violence takes place.
The violence in To’s films serves to remind us of Walter Benjamin’s notion
of “mythical violence”, outlined in his essay “Critique of Violence”.28
Benjamin uses the concept as a meta-critique — a form of violence that
critiques the violence in our midst, and To’s violent action films are an implicit
meta-critique of violence, all the more so when we recognize the violence
as mythical violence in the jianghu of Hong Kong and other Asian hot spots.
The question of violence will be dealt with in greater detail in the relevant
chapters on specific films, in particular the postscript on Election and Election 2.

Still 1.3

A hero gets his gun, from The Odd One Dies

So far, we have identified guns and violence as generic ingredients of the
action film which are moreover gender-specific. Guns, as phallic symbols,
define the masculine value of action on the one hand, but seemingly also the
intrinsic value of action on the other hand — much more than movement,
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which is implied as the basic property of the “action film” when translated
into Chinese (dongzuo pian). Movement (dongzuo) as an idea in itself is
insufficient to define action, which is why an important tradition in Chinese
literary criticism of martial arts novels is the distinguishing of the specific type
of action linked to weaponry, whether it is “swords” (pudao) or “clubs or
cudgels” (gan bang), or “kung fu”, and so on. Aaron Anderson considers
movement as a primary value of action but associates movement with martial
arts (movement is martial movement). 29 Anderson pushes the idea of
movement as a physical recreation of “muscular memory”, a notion highly
pertinent to the Chinese martial arts where practitioners mimic and repeat
movements, committing them to memory.30 Nicole Brenez takes the concept
further to accentuate kinetics as a theory of psychic energy: “movement is
not a tool but a value in Asian action cinema”.31 The value of movement
lies in a spiritual process of “alteration and metamorphosis”: “The kinetic
principle makes it clear that it is not in the actual move, but in the figurative
embrace of impossible motions in a possible body”.32 According to Brenez,
there are three basic temporal aspects of cinema that are captured in
movement: mobility and immobility, instantaneity and accumulation,
singularity and overlapping.33 One might point to To’s action set-pieces in
The Mission and PTU to illustrate the spiritual energy of stasis within
movement: in The Mission, his protagonists stand motionless with their hands
poised horizontally at ready to fire guns; in PTU they react to on-coming
bullets impacting their bodies by staying upright and firing back.
The association with gunplay in the majority of To’s action films clarifies
the kind of action-movement based on weaponry. This dimension of
weaponry yielding action-movement is otherwise missing in the use of other
nomenclatures, such as “adventure film”, “film noir” or indeed “urban
Western” (which implies in the first instance a cityscape movie). I have
considered To’s films as “urban Westerns”, which is a form conducive to
gender-specificity and to guns and violence, but since “urban Westerns” only
“resemble the Western”, according to Cawelti,34 To’s action films are
implicitly different from the Western in both a cultural and generic sense.
Yvonne Tasker makes the point that while the roots of the urban action film
may lie in the Western, its changed location significantly alters that tradition.35
Tasker conflates action and adventure to suggest that action is much more
concerned with spectacle while adventure is more concerned with narrative.36
To’s films may certainly be seen as adventure stories but it seems
inappropriate to call them “adventure films” insofar as the action-adventure
combination now mostly denotes the hyperbolic blockbuster style with “an
emphasis in performance on athletic feats and stunts”, as Steve Neale
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indicates,37 while Tasker sees action-adventure films as a near-parodic form
that she calls “muscular cinema” featuring the likes of Arnold Schwarzenegger,
Sylvester Stallone, or Bruce Willis. In her book, Spectacular Bodies, Tasker
isolates “muscular cinema” as a contemporary form dating essentially from
the 1980s.38 The action films of this kind, supposedly exerting a strong
influence on Hong Kong and other cinemas, are “bound up in the body of
the hero and the masculine identity that it embodies”.39 Here, the issue of
masculine identity once again reaffirms the gender-specificity of the action
genre. To’s action films, however, are far less muscular (Running on Karma
features a hero in a muscular body suit which is manifestly a parody of
muscular cinema) and even if they celebrate masculine group identity in classic
male-bonding, homosocial fashion (The Mission), they also demonstrate
vulnerability and a kind of intellectual fatalism not often invoked in the
muscular cinema (Expect the Unexpected is exemplary in this regard).
To’s heroes are far more subtle and the action is far more abstract. In short,
To’s action films are more like art films in the vein of Jean-Pierre Melville
rather than James Cameron. Here we might consider the “art action film” as
a separate category — the action genre fused with the art film, which is itself
a distinctive mode of film practice, following David Bordwell.40 The art action
film foregrounds To as the auteur of action films. The word auteur itself confers
an art film mode of cinematic practice, or at least a mode of film that is atypical
from normal practice. Peter Wollen uses the expression “auteur film” to
denote a group of films — the work of one director — that somehow exists
independently from many other factors, generic or otherwise.41 I will dwell
on To’s auteur status shortly, but the conspicuous personalization of the genre
in such films as The Mission, PTU, Breaking News, Election reveals To as the
“shaping narrative intelligence”.42 Their narrative and artistic achievements
may even be demeaned by the “high-concept” sheen of action-adventure
films as big-budget “testosterone movies”, although they would be elevated
when the film noir tradition, such as Welsh describes it in connection with
the action-adventure film, is raised inasmuch as the films are urban films
containing a psycho-pathological element in the characterizations.
Thus while the idea of adventure stories clearly applies to To’s action
films, it is more useful to think of adventure not as a genre but as a narrative
mode, as Tasker suggests, in contrast to action as spectacle, marked with special
effects43 (my reservation in fully accepting Tasker’s point lies in the fact that
action in To’s films is portrayed less as spectacle — or if it is that, it is a very
different, restrained, kind of spectacle — in the same way that his heroes are
far less muscular). In fact, the film noir framework of To’s urban adventures
put his films squarely into the tradition of psychological thrillers where the
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predominantly male characters are brought down by their weaknesses,
wounds, infirmities, and fears. In this sense, To’s films belong firmly to the
category of action film as a “body genre” if not as muscular cinema: the body
as a physical site of pain and emotion as well as an instrument of violence on
which the question of gender can be raised as a contrast to the highly
emotional circumstances of the action, whether induced by gunfire or not.44
Tasker points out, “it is in forms like the action cinema (where) both male
and female protagonists are often defined by their physicality” (original
emphasis). 45 By physicality, Tasker probably means the stylization and
choreographic design inherent in actions of violence, which can only be
manifested on the body and performed by the actors’ bodies. The affect of
violence is aestheticized, like a ballet or dance. On the other hand, as Tasker
and other writers have shown, the body conveys certain ambiguities about
gender notions of action. From a feminist perspective, the frequency of
illnesses and infirmities afflicting To’s primarily male bodies can only be seen
as a put down of the male heroic tradition (cf. Loving You, Lifeline, A Hero
Never Dies, Running out of Time, Help!, Throw Down) — but perhaps only to
emphasize the male plight of fighting back in a perennial physical and spiritual
struggle capped by the fatalistic awareness of, and even insistence on, death.46
The strain of fatalism marking the noir milieu of To’s films — “Kowloon
Noir” as I will call it — can be understood as the dark side of masculine values.
Kowloon Noir therefore is To’s paradoxical take on fate in the action film,
a site populated mostly by men who bond in millennial fatalistic fashion and
among whom the women stick out like sore thumbs (cf. The Mission, PTU
and Breaking News). Traditionally, film noir portrays fate in the form of the
femme fatale but fate in To’s films is akin to the “Destiny-machine”, a term
employed by Tom Gunning to refer to “larger, impersonal and often sinister
systems” bearing down on the characters in the films of Fritz Lang.47 A similar
Destiny-machine bears upon all of To’s characters such that no one survives
in a work like Expect the Unexpected. I will appropriate Gunning’s term to
suggest a timeless conceit of fate intruding into our modern age to affect —
and recall into oblivion — the male and female protagonists of To’s films,
while Gunning employs the term to refashion the thematic idea of fate in
Lang’s cinema as “a profound insight to modernity” so as not to make fate
appear an old-fashioned metaphysical conceit. 48 However, fate is an
autonomous, synchronic conceit, if also a changeable entity, and it will find
various manifestations in To’s films. In the generic field of Kowloon Noir,
To works to alter and shift the priorities of the Destiny-machine, mostly to
shape and influence the male heroic principles of the Hong Kong cinema in
other generic realms of action.
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Still 1.4

Kowloon Noir: the heart of To’s darkness

Kowloon Noir is perhaps best seen as a sub-category of the action film
sublimating the genre itself as well as the largely male characters of To’s action
cinema. Kowloon Noir is given shape primarily by To in the Hong Kong
action cinema. It is highly localized noir (the typical setting being Kowloon,
as exemplified by PTU and Breaking News),49 both a conceptual field and a
style of action cinema where the characters exist in a network of shifting
alliances, cross-alliances, misalliances, coincidences. It is neither old nor new
noir, but certainly contemporary and of its time, the events always unfolding
in the present from start to finish. The archetypal Kowloon Noir films The
Mission, PTU, Breaking News have no flashbacks, no past recollections, only
hints or traces of backstories that resonate on present relationships and
circumstances: there is thus little of the mood of temps perdu which is one of
the stylistics of American film noir noted by Paul Schrader.50 As Kowloon
Noir is resolutely a time-period of the present, there is a historical
underpinning to its dark elements, making it not only allegorical but often
directly critical of the times. One stylistic it therefore shares with generic film
noir is the element of compositional tension, as opposed to physical action.
As Schrader explains, a typical film noir “would rather move the scene
cinematographically around the actor than have the actor control the scene
by physical action”.51 Any one of the action set pieces in The Mission, PTU
and Breaking News would attest to this principle. Compositional tension, I
would suggest, is also increased, however fleetingly, by the presence of women
in Kowloon Noir, making the films somewhat variable as an action genre.
The “measured pacing, restrained anger, and oppressive compositions”
(Schrader’s words 52 ) suggest dark feminine values engulfing the maledominant genre.
A case could be made to identify To’s action films as melodramas. Using
James Cameron’s True Lies as his model, Gallagher argues that, “By
synthesizing traditionally male and female genres, action films shape violence
into affect and reconfigure emotional displays as violent spectacles”.53 Tasker
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A portrait of feminine cool in Breaking News

declares that “to the extent that action is a mode, it is clearly a melodramatic
one”.54 The quality of excess, an accent on domesticity or the family, social
and personal conflicts (often between male and female roles), characterize the
melodramatic mode of the action film. Based on these criteria, To’s films are
clearly melodramatic: Casino Raiders II, The Big Heat, The Heroic Trio, Loving
You, Lifeline, The Odd One Dies, Expect the Unexpected, Where a Good Man
Goes, Fulltime Killer, Running on Karma, Election, Election 2, and Exiled.
However, we are only speaking of a melodramatic mode of the action film, where
action is manifested and supported by melodramatic excess, such as the scene
of Andy Lau in Casino Raiders II crashing his motorboat onto a pier to save
his girlfriend Wu Chien-lien from being drowned by the villain and his thugs
(the boat explodes causing a frenzied series of explosions all around the pier
clearly mirroring the hero’s emotions and the violence perpetrated on his
woman).
One may well ask whether there is an action mode of the melodrama and
what the characteristics would be. Perhaps there is no difference. However,
the inscription of gender politics into the genre by feminist critics, making
melodrama identifiably a female genre, designates a genderized mode of action
film, which applies to a handful of To’s works (The Heroic Trio and its sequel
Executioners could be described as “female action films”) but not to the bulk
of his action output. Some of To’s male-centered films feature strong female
roles which function to pacify the male heroes or drain them of testosterone,
as in Where a Good Man Goes and Running on Karma. However, the term
melodrama, given its association with “women’s pictures”, may not
sufficiently capture the male-centeredness of To’s action pictures. The term
might even deny the male-specificity of his films, with their attendant
homosocial, homoerotic qualities.
Finally, if masculinity, as with violence, is the prerequisite of To’s action
films, then one could point to his body as the final arbiter of action. In this
monograph, we are looking at the body of the auteur, in both a metaphorical
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sense and in the sense of a body of work: the essence of the auteur theory,
as Wollen reminds us, is the structural analysis of a group of films forming
the singular work of a singular director.55 It is the “body” of Johnnie To as
the auteur in action that determines the special artistic and violent
characteristics of the action. His “body of work” encapsulates the auteur’s
body in its physical, psychological and aesthetic dimensions — and we will
go on now to consider just how To shapes up as an auteur vis-à-vis the genre.

The Auteur Function
The correlation of a director with a certain genre along the lines of Alfred
Hitchcock and the Suspense Film, John Ford and the Western, Preston Sturges
and Comedy, King Hu and the wuxia (martial chivalry) film, allows us to
perceive the genre film through the eye of the director. The director’s style
and mise-en-scène, his understanding and interpretation of the genre are a
window of opportunity for us to engage the genre with more “auteuristic
specificity”, indicating those special qualities that an auteur brings to genre
films. Genre theorists such as Stephen Neale consider genre from the
perspective of “cinematic specificity” indicating the special qualities of
narrative codes specific to cinema.56 These codes derive from a “supra-textual”
layer of production (the codes seemingly infinite and self-perpetuating), while
it would seem to me that the intervention of the auteur — in the mode of
what I have characterized as the “auteur in action” — is crucial in the
modulation and the transformation of the codes to make them cinematic. It
is the rationale of this monograph that we may therefore refer to those
functions specific to the auteur and his role in mediating, altering and
transforming the codes of genre.57
In genre theory, the director is not the causal source of genre. The
question with which I am occupied is not who or what causes genre, rather
it is the question of the outcome of the synchronic combination of the shifting
elements which I epitomize as the binary positions and functions of director
and genre. One could say that it is the combination of producer, writer,
director, actors, the director of photography, the production designer, etc,
interacting with the codes and conventions of genre that fashion a film. In
referring to To as the auteur, I mean that he encompasses a variety of roles
and egos: he possesses the egoistic elements of the writer, for example (in his
case, he has a team of writers working to his specifications); he controls the
actors and the director of photography; directs the production designer,
determines the set-ups and the mise-en-scène; and, as producer, has final cut
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on most of his pictures. Some of these ego-functions are deliberately
obfuscated in certain productions (for example, in the Milkyway films which
To produced, he seemed to revel in the function of a hidden auteur). From
this combination of director and genre, I hope to arrive at To’s auteur function,
a slight rephrasing of Foucault’s “author-function” from the English-translated
version of his essay “What Is an Author?” The focus of the auteur function
is on the film director as an identifiable subject (a privileged position occupied
by Johnnie To as the “author” of his films), so as to open up this discourse
on the films of Johnnie To and a wider discourse on the Hong Kong cinema.
For Foucault, the author-function arises because
the name of the author remains at the contours of texts — separating one
from the other, defining their form, and characterizing their mode of
existence. It points to the existence of certain groups of discourse and
refers to the status of this discourse within a society and culture. The
author’s name is not a function of a man’s civil status, nor is it fictional;
it is situated in the breach, among the discontinuities, which gives rise
to new groups of discourse and their singular mode of existence.58

The auteur function is at the centre of the film texts in this study, with
genre occupying a subordinate position coordinated into the texts, although
as I will discuss below, genre exerts a constraint. One of the characteristics
of the “author-function” denoted by Foucault is that it is not “defined by
the spontaneous attribution of a text to its creator, but through a series of
precise and complex procedures”.59 To’s auteur function is a seminal process
of precise and complex procedures of enunciating texts. Enunciator is a term
used by Tom Gunning to describe Fritz Lang. The director as enunciator
“need not be thought of as a Judaeo-Christian creator ex nihilo”, Gunning
writes, “but as an Aristotelian demi-urge who works with pre-existent
material, and the nature of that material will always function as one of the
causes of the creation”.60 Johnnie To might not be an Aristotelian demi-urge
(he is perhaps a Deleuzian bodhisattva), but one can follow Gunning’s logic
to determine his auteur status as an enunciator of pre-existent material. In
this process, we can ascertain, 1) the auteur qualities specific to Johnnie To
as the director of the action films that constitute the subject of this monograph,
2) the modalities of the genre characteristics, and indeed the nomination of
genres, a complex procedure as we have seen above and a task made all the
more difficult because no one has come up with any definitive study of the
genres of Hong Kong cinema,61 and 3) the discourses within Hong Kong
society and its film culture that the films generate.
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To’s auteur function as enunciator makes him a paradox insofar as he
apparently submits to the system or an orthodoxy of cultural values and
questions them at the same time. His paradoxical role can be seen in those
films which portray male values of dominance and homosocial solidarity but
where he also disrupts the very existence of such values. Some critics dismiss
To’s films as crude and misogynistic, wholly celebrating male dominance and
homosocial values — which is of course simplistic and short-sighted. His films
are far more complex, as I have endeavoured to show above and will
demonstrate in the following chapters, and their complexity stems from his
auteur function as enunciator. His complexity also lies partly in his personality.
To’s films are complex because they are highly idiosyncratic. They all exert
a certain quality that can only be identified as the personal touch of To. In
part, this idiosyncrasy is the result of To working in a non-traditional way,
that is, as seen from the vantage point of the Hollywood system. In this sense
the Hong Kong cinema as a miniature Hollywood gives better scope to the
filmmaker to make more personal or idiosyncratic films and probably explains
why To has so far resisted the allure of working in the real Hollywood.
Idiosyncrasy is essentially cultural, and the other rationale of this monograph
is to consider the cultural specificity of the correlation between To and the
action genre. As an auteur, it is part of To’s function to enunciate the cultural
specificity of the work, and to substantiate a discourse on the local-cultural
codes which operate either consciously or sub-consciously in determining
the narratives of genre films. It could be this local-cultural aspect of his
idiosyncratic style that also explains why To remains very much a “Hong
Kong director” in all senses of the term.
“Cultural specificity” renders a special coating to the films in terms of
the cultural codes of discourse. It determines the way the films respond to
the specific urban culture of Hong Kong, and how the characters’ behaviour
drive the pacing and rhythm of the narratives: these are the issues informing
my analysis of the films throughout this monograph. Both the auteurial
function and the cultural specificity of the work are the engines of To’s
idiosyncratic enunciations transforming his action genre films into artistic
achievements. An average run-of-the-mill director might merely have relied
on the formula and conventions of the genre to produce passable
entertainment. The equation between To and the action film operates on the
principle that To is the necessary coefficient by which the variable x of the
action film is multiplied to increase the genre’s artistic and other excess value.
Here the imagery of gunfire is a crucial denotation of To’s auteur function
inasmuch as human agency is needed to fire guns (guns don’t fire themselves).
To’s status as both producer and director of his action films affords us a model
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of studying a genre through the more uniform prism of the auteur and his
idiosyncrasies — by this book’s definition, an auteur is an idiosyncratic artist.

The Constraint of Genre
The proposition that To is an auteur has to be weighed against genre theory
since, as Stephen Neale warns, genre itself is a constraint against the notion
of auteurism. Neale ascribes auteurism to high culture but declares that it is
inappropriate
within the field of popular culture simply because the production
conditions … are marked by certain constraints. Among those constraints
are the conventions of genre and certain forms of dramatic narrative,
which act to mediate between the artist’s self and the audience he/she
addresses. Such constraints exist only because of the specific economic
conditions or production, distribution and exhibition within the
commercial cinema and of the size and heterogeneity of the audience
involved, and hence because of the pressure on the one hand to facilitate
‘communication’ and on the other hand to maximise the profitability of
capital assets and to repeat the formulae making previous financial
successes.62

Neale also argues that “All forms of signification and meaning entail pressure”
and that no one is free of this pressure. By “signification and meaning”, Neale
is codifying genre as an integral part of commercial cinema, which ipso facto
cuts out the auteur. The auteur-artist “is free of the constraints of commerce
and of the conventional and formulaic nature of commercially oriented
aesthetic forms”.63 Neale’s syllogistic argument holds that popular cinema is
inappropriate for auteurism because of economic constraints, and because
genre is denominated within popular cinema, the auteur is free of genre. Neale
regards popular culture as the natural seat of genre but though he allows for
the possibility of self-expression, directors are seen as somewhat unthinking
craftsmen driven by scopophiliac and fetishistic desire who fill in lack “across
the instance of the image itself” through mise-en-scène, colour, composition
and framing.64
Seemingly, auteurs, a different breed altogether in Neale’s view, are
somehow proscribed from the “drives and structures” of genre — their
purpose being a higher form of culture driven by “personal vision, worldview
and individual style”.65 For Neale, it is inappropriate to equate genre with
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auteurism because genre is popular culture, and genre entails pressure. The
genre of the action film, as commentators like Tasker and Arroyo have noted,
has particularly low status because of its emphasis on spectacle. The genre is
generally regarded with contempt by critics.66 But even if we accept the
distinction between high culture and popular culture, there is no reason to
believe that the auteur is free of anything, and that high culture is not
constrained by the same production conditions that befall popular culture
(Orson Welles’s Othello and Don Quixote are good examples of high culture
constrained by production conditions, unless one were to argue that Welles
took a decidedly low culture approach to Shakespeare and Cervantes).
The specific economic conditions of the commercial Hong Kong film
industry and those of its distribution and exhibition sectors could certainly
result in constraints that act as “a counterweight to auteurism”.67 But I would
argue that the reverse could also occur with the filmmaker utilizing the
industry’s production conditions to free himself. Constraint can cut both ways,
and To as his own producer and as a vital player in the industry (who enforces
constraints in his own right) can be said to have harnessed the limitations of
the Hong Kong film industry to his advantage. To called his series of action
films, The Mission, PTU, Breaking News, “exercises” — indicating more
experimental, formalistic works that he undertook in between commercial
products. Broadly defined, these films are “major works”, a corpus, according
to Todorov, which creates, “in a sense a new genre and at the same time
transgresses the previously valid rules of the genre”.68 To this extent, genre
conventions and dramatic narratives can only be mediated through the auteur,
they do not wedge themselves willy-nilly between the auteur and his
audience, blocking the progress of transgression and change. To’s auteur
“exercises” fully justify Nicole Brenez’s claim that “in the industrial field,
nothing now seems closer to experimental research than the action cinema
of Hong Kong”.69
Where production conditions are marked by constraints, the conventions
of genre can provide the liberating conditions for the auteur to move around
or even transcend the constraints. Genre theory and its “specificities” on
narrative modes carry the modalities for change, alteration or modification
according to historical conditions and the intervention of the auteur and other
agents of change (who are themselves marked by history). Gunfire, for
example, connotes the susceptibility of To’s action films to become “urban
Westerns”, but such susceptibility would be meaningless without
acknowledging To’s auteur-function which puts the change into operation,
and in other instances exchanges gunfire for a more abstract form of action,
as in the judo movie Throw Down which is more a symbolic action film, or
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the eschewal of guns completely in Election and Election 2, which makes the
violence in those films more primitive. To’s auteur-function allows him to
skirt around the constraints of the economic system (not to mention other
constraints in the form of immanent cultural differences between genres, e.g.
the Western and the Hong Kong urban action-adventure), to set the
conditions for and implement the change.
To could only have fulfilled this function by remaining embedded within
the popular culture industry and its genres. Thus by definition he can’t be
called a “high culture” artist. To in fact grew up in an environment of criminal
and gangster activity in the Kowloon Walled City and in such notorious
“gangland” districts as Lok Fu and Ngau Tak Kok in the Kowloon part of
Hong Kong.70 His action films, as Meaghan Morris has observed of Hong
Kong films in general, “are full of lumpen-proletarians, … street-fighters,
bodyguards, hired muscle, hitmen, prostitutes … trying to survive with the
only assets they have, their bodies, their beliefs, and their street-smarts”.71
While I hesitate to call To a lumpen-proletarian artist, he is a “worker in the
key structural position of producing commodities” and one who knows “that
he himself is a commodity”.72 Drawing on Lukács, Morris explains that such
a worker “is in a position to apprehend the totality of concrete relations under
capitalism and he is also in a position to do something about it”.73 This is
ultimately the basis of To’s auteur-function, but the “totality of concrete
relations under capitalism” also influences the efficacy of To’s auteur-function.
If anything, he should be called an uneven auteur whose essential
characteristics are attenuated across genres.
That the quality of unevenness is yet consistent with auteurship is not at
all strange in auteur theory. Wollen shows that auteur criticism is based on
a system of oppositions, “a whole series of shifting variations” in the work of
an auteur.74 He cites the work of Howard Hawks, which is divided into maledominant action adventures and “crazy comedies” which are like the inverse
of the former. To’s unevenness works in the same way: he makes action films
and crazy comedies, which are sometimes hard to reconcile with each other.
The movies are “still the bastard child of art”, Robert Warshow writes, “and
if in the end they must be made legitimate, it will be a changed household
of art that receives them”.75 To’s films constitute a “bastard child of art” by
their very nature of unevenness: a result of his reliance on popular culture
which compels him to follow the rules of whatever genre is popular, changing
with the circumstances as he too attempts to change the rules of the genre.
In a very real sense, the Hong Kong cinema is a changed household of artistic
(and generic) bastards. (The view of To as an uneven auteur will be explored
in Chapter 5.)
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Neale is concerned with articulating a general theory of genre; he submits
that genre is a system of “structuralist auteurism” that implies, indeed
celebrates, the absence of the author. A general theory of genre is not the
subject of this monograph, rather it is concerned with the auteur-function
of To and how the auteur theory may be applied to a specific narrative mode
of genre film to attempt several discourses — on the auteur-function, on the
“cultural specificity” and on the “generic specificity” of the action film. Genre
is subjected to the idiosyncratic treatment of an auteur, Johnnie To, working
within the economic conditions of the Hong Kong film industry and the
“constraints” they generate. To is both a producer and a director (in theory,
one who constrains and the other who is constrained), and in the application
of the auteur theory to To, it would seem to me that his particular role and
standing in the Hong Kong film industry already modifies the theory to his
specifications. His career is an apt demonstration of David Bordwell’s
contention that “the compromises of business do not prevent mass
entertainment from achieving genuine artistry”.76 The Hong Kong cinema
can achieve genuine artistry only because it does not lack auteurs.
The problem however is that To’s position as an auteur is tied to genre
as both a focal and dispersal point of texts and discourses, but I contend that
it is here, “situated in the breach, among the discontinuities”, that we may
understand To as an uneven auteur and through this discourse of the vagaries
of genre, better appreciate him as the singular auteur of a particular mode of
genre film. The problem lies therefore in genre, being malleable, susceptible
to change and to bending. The confusion in identification of genres may be
a consequence of factors precipitated by the practice of genre mixing or genrebending, a very old practice, as Rick Altman points out. He views this practice
as a “discursive problem”, meaning that the perception of genre mixing stems
more from the way in which films “have been described, categorised and
labelled” by critics, industry insiders and publicists and channelled to the
public.77 On such a premise, we must allow for the possibility that culturallinguistic specificities play a role in the identification of Hong Kong film genres
and that they may foster misunderstanding and misperception in critical genre
studies.
As the Hong Kong cinema, like Hollywood cinema, works on the
principle of mixing and integrating whatever genre is commercially successful
with other genres (kung fu fused to comedy, gangster films to adventure films,
horror to martial arts, and so on), we must consider that historical changes in
the social and industrial infrastructure will determine the pace and extent of
genre mixing. Definitions of genre therefore shift and change as the
infrastructural history advances in time. Both the filmmakers and the critics
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deliberately avoid specificity as a characteristic of the changes in the
infrastructure and this is particularly manifest in the Hong Kong cinema where
the industry seeks to add novelty to old genres by mixing genres, and critics
play along by subscribing to the industry’s notions and descriptions of genre
(and among academic circles, to redefine these genres), yielding the
problematic ambiguity of Hong Kong genre cinema.
We can either see a genre movie taking a life of its own because, as Neale
has stated, it revolves around “particular matters of expression and the codes
that traverse them”,78 where the movie is churned out by the industrial
machine with the director functioning only as anonymous journeyman; or
we can follow Jameson and see a genre movie as a work of “an individual
consciousness to his historical circumstances, and as such, dependent on the
vicissitudes of individual life”.79 On the last proposition, the matters of
expression and codes are a pretext for how a director expresses himself, often
to change or subvert the codes, and to substantiate an “ideological-generic
structure”, in the words of Robin Wood.80 Wood takes the view that it is
only through “the medium of the individual that ideological tensions come
into particular focus, hence become of aesthetic as well as sociological
interest”.81 When these tensions interact with the “defined particularities”
of the auteur in certain works, these works are of “especial interest”.82 To’s
works locate political and ideological tensions in the context of the action
film and are therefore of especial interest. He is the most recent director in
a line of Hong Kong directors (others being John Woo, Ringo Lam, Tsui
Hark) who have achieved distinction through redrawing the codes of the
genre and revising the gangster movie mythology with novel cinematic means
and innovative mise-en-scène, and articulating the politics and tensions of
gangsters, cops, professional hired killers or heroes.
To’s role in this discourse on the genre film and the Hong Kong cinema
therefore stems from the “infrastructural history” of the Hong Kong film
industry. It does not rest solely on his creative contribution to the action film
genre but also on his presence during an unpropitious period in the
development of the Hong Kong cinema in the last decade of the twentieth
century. It was To who filled in the aesthetic gaps in the genre opened up
by the migration of action directors such as John Woo, Kirk Wong, Ringo
Lam and Tsui Hark to Hollywood. With the absence of these directors in
the Hong Kong film industry (though Lam and Tsui have since moved back
to Hong Kong), it was To who continued the tradition of the action film
that is character-oriented and aesthetically distinguished. This monograph
retraces the history of To’s achievements within the genre and poses a
historicist connection between To, the action film genre, and the Hong Kong
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film industry. It is no accident that To turned to the action genre when the
industry went into decline, for the genre was traditionally thought of as one
of those commercial forms guaranteed to put life back into the industry and
pull it out of its slump. But the task of reviving the industry through the genre
fell into the hands of To in the post-97 epoch mainly because those directors
who had made their names in the genre before him were no longer around
to feed and nurture it in its most difficult period (the industry having fallen
into an even deeper slump in 1997 following the handover and the outbreak
of the Asian financial crisis).
The critical prominence that To has earned in the genre is an inevitable
consequence of history and circumstance, having come about as a result of
a congruence of historical factors, genre evolution and his own presence. For
To, the end of the 1990s was a fortuitous time although he had been around
in the industry for quite a while. In fact, To’s career as a film director
encompasses at least three periods in the Hong Kong cinema of the last
twenty-five years. His very first film, The Enigmatic Case, was released back
in 1980, when he was only 25. He then disappeared from the filmmaking
scene, re-emerging in 1986, and quickly established himself as one of the
industry’s top commercial directors. Though he was commercially successful,
To’s critical record remained mixed for some ten years before he achieved
high regard. He was initially known for his direction of comedy hits starring
either Chow Yun-fat or Stephen Chow, and dabbled in melodrama before
moving on to action films; but it wasn’t until the post-97 period that To came
into his own as a director of excellence — an action auteur to be put on the
same level as John Woo and Tsui Hark, and who has in fact surpassed both
contemporaries in the post-97 Hong Kong cinema: Woo having settled in
Hollywood making blockbusters that are not as highly regarded as his Hong
Kong films, while Tsui’s career has since run aground.

Periods of Adjustment
We shall now look at To’s three periods of development in some depth
in order to consider the historicist connections that I have hinted at above
and to see more clearly To’s accomplishments and status vis-à-vis his
contemporaries in the Hong Kong cinema. The first very brief period
only contained one film The Enigmatic Case, notable for being a film in
the wuxia genre. The fact that To chose to make his debut in this particular
genre placed him, incidentally, in the group of up and coming baby-boom
generation directors at the time, namely Tsui Hark and Patrick Tam, who
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chose to make their cinema debuts in the same genre. Both Tsui and
Tam made an immediate critical impact with their respective films, The
Butterfly Murders, released in 1979, and The Sword, released in 1981. Today,
both films are regarded as modern classics of the genre that heralded the
rise of the Hong Kong New Wave, while The Enigmatic Case is largely
forgotten.
A comparison with Tsui’s and Tam’s films should make it evident why
The Enigmatic Case was a failure. All three first-time directors had worked in
television before moving on to feature films, but Tsui and Tam showed how
accomplished they were as directors with an ability to direct actors and manage
complicated action sequences in a cinematic fashion. The Enigmatic Case did
not contain any remarkable action sequence, nor did it utilise special effects
in the way that Tsui’s and Tam’s films did. Though To used a variety of
techniques (such as an early use of the step-printed slow motion effect for
the climactic fights), the film overall had an austere look and a fundamentally
realistic style of martial arts choreography that made it altogether different
from The Butterfly Murders and The Sword, which, in contrast, were spectacular
visual productions with backing from major production houses. The Enigmatic
Case was produced by a left-wing studio, which traditionally produced films
based on ideological considerations, sometimes disguised under “artistic”
imperatives. One of the first Hong Kong productions to be shot in China
after the pronouncement of the “Open Door” policy in 1978, the storyline
brought out a theme of corruption in high places which would have made
it politically correct for distribution in the China market, while its other
qualities of genre action would allow it to find an audience among overseas
Chinese communities spread across the region. However, the film was a boxoffice failure, and if it is remembered at all, it is because of the fact that it is
Johnnie To’s first film.

Still 1.6 Cherie Chung tries to come between two
swordfighters: a scene from the climactic step-printed slowmotion action sequence in The Enigmatic Case
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The failure of The Enigmatic Case led To to exile himself in TV. He
returned to work in TVB (Television Broadcasting Ltd.) where he had
started. To worked on mini-series, many of which were adaptations of martial
arts novels (such as The Legend of the Condor Heroes [1983] and The Duke of
Mount Deer [1984]). He continued to work in television for most of the
80s, and returned to feature films in 1986 by joining the Cinema City
company to make The Happy Ghost 3. His absence in the world of Hong
Kong feature filmmaking from 1980 to 1986 meant that he did not contribute
to the New Wave cinematic renaissance in the Hong Kong cinema. This
was a period distinguished by such films as Ann Hui’s The Boat People (1982),
Allen Fong’s Father and Son (1981) and Ah Ying (1982), Yim Ho’s Homecoming
(1984), Tsui Hark’s Dangerous Encounter — First Kind (1980) and Peking
Opera Blues (1986), Patrick Tam’s Nomad (1982), and John Woo’s A Better
Tomorrow (1986).
In the second period of his development, from 1986 to 1997, To worked
steadily, achieving an early track record of hits in the genre of rollicking
comedies, exemplified by the Chinese New Year movie The Eighth Happiness,
starring Chow Yun-fat (1988) who gave a camp performance infused with
a zaniness that rivals Stephen Chow’s. To’s critical stock remained mixed
although he had by then established himself as a commercial filmmaker. His
output in this period consisted of All about Ah Long (1989), The Big Heat
(1988), Casino Raiders II (1991), The Heroic Trio (1993), Executioners (1993),
and Loving You (1995), and the huge commercial successes of the Stephen
Chow comedies Justice My Foot (1992) and The Mad Monk (1993). All were
products of a hard-working craftsman, albeit one who had not yet apparently
found his niche, oscillating between the comedy genre, melodrama, and the
action genre. If To had made nothing else but these films, he might have been
regarded as an interesting hack. These films offer an intermediate contrast with
To’s third and most distinguished period, from 1997 to the present, which
is the period of focus in this monograph, and which have yielded his best films
so far. In truth, To’s career is one of contrast even now. He oscillates from
the action picture to the kind of comedy genre or romance genre that marked
his preceding periods. Thus Fulltime Killer (2001) and Running out of Time 2
(2001) jostle for attention with Chinese New Year comedies like Wu Yen
(2001) and Fat Choi Spirit (2002); a film like Throw Down (2004) is alternated
with a romance-comedy like Yesterday Once More (2004). This suggests that
To still feels compelled to adjust his talent to the needs of the industry even
after he has achieved some of his most iconoclastic works. On the other hand,
the diversity of To’s works means that they are more difficult to pigeonhole.
Needing You (2000), Help! (2000), Running on Karma (2003) and Throw Down
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(2004) are fascinating works, combining tragedy and comedy, pathos and
bathos, complicating but not necessarily obscuring the vision of To as an action
auteur.

Johnnie Gets His Gun
My discussion above touched upon the possibility that To could have become
a part of the New Wave if he had persisted in the film industry rather than
returned to television. However, if we regard the New Wave not as an isolated
burst of creative activity that took place within a brief period of time but as
an extended process of cyclic developments, To’s status could be reassessed.
Having missed out on the first wave (Tsui Hark, Ann Hui, Allen Fong, Patrick
Tam, Yim Ho, Kirk Wong, Alex Cheung) and seemingly the second wave
(in which directors like Wong Kar-wai, Stanley Kwan, Clara Law, Eddie Fong
gained critical acceptance), we can see To spearheading a third wave, including
directors like Wai Ka-fai, Patrick Leung, Andrew Lau, Edmond Pang, and
Fruit Chan. But perhaps the truth is that To is really an outsider who doesn’t
quite fit into the scheme of things. In this respect, his career path resembles
that of John Woo’s. Both directors worked their way up the rank and file
and never went to film school: Woo within the studio system (Cathay and
Shaw Brothers) and To in the TVB studio. Both directors were ultimately
integrated into the ranks of pioneering stylists in the genre of their choice
and became honorary members if not full members of the New Wave club
(Woo arguably has remained the outsider by migrating to Hollywood where
he seems now to be permanently settled).
Like Woo, To found that his métier laid in the gangster action genre, one
that had a close affinity with the wuxia martial arts genre in which they also
dabbled. To’s films supplement Woo’s notion of gangster chivalry and
mateship — The Mission, arguably To’s most distinctive work, echoes The
Killer (1989) or A Better Tomorrow (1986) albeit with its own beat and style,
and in a very real sense, the movie responds to and counteracts Woo’s
masterpieces. The trajectory from Woo’s films to To’s films imply an implicit
association with each other and with a certain tradition. There is a historical
inevitability in the paths of these two Hong Kong directors, though their
careers progressed in different time periods. Woo entered the film industry
in 1975, and To at the end of the 1970s. At this time, the Hong Kong cinema
was preoccupied with kung fu movies following the Bruce Lee phenomenon,
and martial arts action was de rigueur in other genres. Working in such an
industry, both directors would naturally gravitate towards the action genres.
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Their first films were martial arts pictures and they then digressed into comedy
and melodrama, eventually reaching the field in which they now excel,
namely the contemporary action film with gunplay.
Woo’s and To’s careers have followed a certain historical destiny which
directs them inevitably to the action genre. Thus To follows the path of past
directors such as Zhang Che, King Hu, Wang Tianlin (a retired director of
many martial arts movies and the noir musical Wild, Wild Rose [1960] who
was To’s mentor during his television career and who has acted in minor roles
in many of To’s films, most notably as the senior triad uncle in Election) and
contemporaneous directors: John Woo, Tsui Hark, Ringo Lam, Kirk Wong,
Ann Hui, and Andrew Lau. To’s contributions to the genre have exerted their
own influences in the contemporary Hong Kong cinema: at least one critic
has argued that the Infernal Affairs trilogy might not have been possible if To
had not made his brand of action pictures.83

Still 1.7 To’s mentor, the avuncular Wang Tianlin (Wong
Tin-lum, in Cantonese), as he appears in Election

While destiny might have guided Johnnie To to the forefront of Hong
Kong cinema in the post-97 era, it cannot explain To’s method, his style,
his preoccupations, and the way his work and influence have shaped the
development of the Hong Kong cinema. This is the task of this monograph.
In truth, though To has earned critical accolades and awards, in terms of
critical appraisal he is still under-appreciated. The reason for this may be
ascribed to the perception of genre as low culture and the fact that To’s career
is highly uneven. That unevenness does not negate the need for analysis
however, and it is possible to concentrate, as I aim to demonstrate, on one
specific genre to determine the filmmaker’s strengths as a whole. Unevenness
is a mark of how representative a career like To’s is, in the sense that To makes
a wide range of genre films — another trait he shares with John Woo. Another
reason is that To’s career is still developing and critics are hesitant to draw
any conclusions about the director’s status. But by now it should be clear that
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To is a major filmmaker, particularly following the exposure of Election and
Election 2 at the Cannes Film Festival. As the Election films demonstrate, To
retains a capacity to surprise for better or worse, and while his reputation may
rest on his handling of the genre of action films, his career is still developing
and may not yet have reached its apex.
To’s dedication to his craft also says something about the staying power
of a film industry as its fortunes wax and wane. The work of Johnnie To
demonstrates the inherent dynamism and creative energy of the industry as
it appears to take its last gasps. To’s importance lies in his ability to harness
the industry to his largely independent ends. He has managed to gain auteur
status without betraying his commercial instincts or working outside the
mainstream, which is perhaps the root of his unevenness. There is an
imperative to examine how To exercises his craft to shatter the expectations
of the audience and the industry. Films like The Mission, PTU, Breaking News
and Throw Down are relatively low key, low-budget examples of action movies
compared with the average run of Hong Kong (and Hollywood) action
blockbusters. To’s films straddle the tradition of genre and that of art cinema
and it is the purpose of this monograph to analyse the films in order to
determine their specificities with regard to genre and to the auteurist qualities
that render them extraordinary, distinguishing them from the average runof-the-mill genre product of the Hong Kong cinema.
This monograph is a realization of what most people already know —
that Johnnie To has produced a substantial body of work which more than
justify a serious study. To deserves a book not only to discuss the artistry of
his films but ultimately to recognise his contribution to the Hong Kong
cinema. Monographs have been published on individual Hong Kong
directors, including John Woo, Tsui Hark, and Wong Kar-wai,84 but To’s
contribution to the Hong Kong cinema in the past six or seven years is
arguably greater than any of these directors. To has made more attempts, and
successful ones, to revitalise the industry while at the same time making
personal films that are critically acclaimed. His survival throughout the lean
years of the film industry’s decline is not necessarily a consequence of his style
or genre preoccupations but is more due to his proactive skills in re-energising
and shoring up the film industry, making films in such a way that satisfied
both his own aesthetic needs and the commercial needs of the industry. In
the end, this monograph strives to fill a need to understand and appreciate
the symbiotic dependence of an important director on genre. To has emerged
as one of the most fascinating directors at the start of the new millennium
precisely because he has found a niche in the genre cinema of one of the
sturdiest film industries in the world.
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The monograph shows that Johnnie To has mastered the action film genre
to further his own ends of formal experimentation and to espouse a romantic
fatalism relevant to the times. I systematically analyse his key works as discrete
texts in a body of work, finding their meanings from the function of the
auteur’s intervention in the filmic texts and his re-writing of the codes and
conventions. The monograph is composed of five chapters, a postscript and
an epilogue, at the core of which is the textual analysis of To’s action cinema.
In this chapter, the introduction, I have laid out the theoretical formulations,
explaining the intricate associations between genre and the director from the
viewpoints of genre and auteur theory. I have also provided the background
of To’s early career in the Hong Kong cinema before he achieved critical
prominence.
The analysis proper begins in Chapter 2 with an examination of the key
films in To’s career ranging from the period 1988 to 1997, The Big Heat, The
Heroic Trio, Executioners, Loving You and Lifeline, which form a group of five
films containing the blueprints for his later masterpieces analysed in Chapters
3 and 4. These chapters then address the two representative groups that
formalize To’s contributions to the genre as auteur. Chapter 3 deals with the
Milkyway films, Beyond Hypothermia, Too Many Ways to Be Number One, The
Odd One Dies, The Longest Nite and Expect the Unexpected, all of which carry
To’s name as producer, but as the chapter will make clear, To in fact directed
many of the films. Chapter 4 deals with A Hero Never Dies, Running out of
Time, The Mission, PTU and Breaking News which carry To’s name as the solo
director. All ten films feature the action stereotypes of cops and robbers,
professional killers and gangsters, and there are outstanding action sequences
characterized by gunplay. But they are also notable for their inventive dramatic
situations, experimental and formalistic use of camera and film techniques,
offbeat pacing and characterisations. All of these factors revise our expectations
of the Hong Kong action cinema, and they are the result of the artistry which
To exhibits and which allows us to recognize him as an auteur. Each of the
films in the two core pentads in Chapters 3 and 4 will be discretely discussed
to determine To’s idiosyncratic handling of the genre.
In Chapter 5, I discuss Needing You, Help!, Fulltime Killer, Running on
Karma, and Throw Down, another group of five films which constitutes an
“uneven pentad” from the point of view of genre and To’s direction. To’s
artistry is spread throughout the action genre and in other generic forms of
the Hong Kong cinema. Any comprehensive study is obliged to include his
films in other genres that both have and have no connections with the action
form. The justification for this wider discussion is that To’s status as an auteur
must be judged against his prolific output. It is necessary to see how he has
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developed and in what way his films connect and feed on each other. Hence,
though the nucleus of this study is the gunplay action film with a concentration
on the gangster film or the cops-and-robbers thrillers, we shall also consider
To’s contribution to the Hong Kong genre cinema in toto as much as possible.
The concluding Chapters 6 summarizes this contribution to genre, examining
To’s achievements from the critical-theoretical perspective of genre
expectations, in particular the convention of the happy ending.
The Postscript, inserted between Chapter 5 and the Epilogue, updates
To’s career to the release of Exiled (2006), and deals with his three most recent
films: Election, Election 2, and Exiled. The two panels in the Election diptych
stand apart from the rest of To’s films because they contain new visions of
violence and clear political implications in their narratives. To has put away
his guns to devise ever more novel ways of articulating cinematic violence.
They show To forever trying to top himself and dash the expectations of his
public and the critics. Thus the films go a long way to defining his auteur
status as a condition of tenacious autonomy. To may in fact live up to the
words of Pierre Bourdieu, describing an artist as one “entirely the master of
his product, who tends to reject not only the ‘programmes’ imposed a priori
by scholars and scribes, but also … the interpretations superimposed a
posteriori on his work”.85 If he chooses to invoke it, To has this right as an
auteur, an autonomous film artist beholden only to his work, and it is perhaps
best to bear this in mind upfront as one pointer into his methodology and
thinking (my interview with To, in the appendix, serves to demonstrate this).
As for the “programme” and “interpretations” of this monograph, they are
entirely the author’s responsibility, constituting his own independence and
autonomy 86 — the sum total of probing,understanding and appreciating a
Hong Kong auteur of the contemporary era and the genre he works in.
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on Chun Wing Street, Tai Kok Tsui, where the shop buildings had been
earmarked by the government for redevelopment and were fully vacated, which
suited To’s purposes to use the entire street as a set. See also Hong Kong on
Location, newsletter of the Hong Kong Film Services Office, issue no. 12, p. 4,
available online at http://www.fso-tela.gov.hk/newsletter.cfm.
See “Author’s Interview with Johnnie To”, Appendix 1. Interestingly, Patrick
Tam criticizes the sequence for its absences (action that is still going on which
we do not see). Tam emphasizes that the idea of a long sustained take is to
“show it all” and that To’s focusing on certain aspects of presence while letting
other aspects go absent negates the integrity of the long take. The sequence
should therefore be edited, according to Tam (conversation with Patrick Tam,
21 March 2005, Hong Kong).
“Author’s Interview with Johnnie To”, Appendix 1.
The geography in Breaking News is much more sequential and logical than in
PTU, and I take this to be a sign of To’s more objective assessment of the
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characters who aren’t as touched by inner panic and fear as are the characters
in PTU.
47 Thomas Schatz, Hollywood Genres, p. 41.
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See Terry Eagleton, “Capitalism, modernism and postmodernism”, New Left
Review, no. 152 (1985), pp. 68–69.
Tzvetan Todorov, The Fantastic: A Structural Approach to a Literary Genre
(Cleveland and London: The Press of Case Western Reserve University, 1973),
p. 23.
Eagleton, ibid., p. 68.
The story was adapted by Wai Ka-fai and Yau Nai-hoi from a radio play which
To had happened to hear on the radio. See Ernie Au “Du Qifeng: gunan guanü
xin qishi” (“Johnnie To: The new inspiration of Needing You”), Dianying
Shuangzhou Kan (City Entertainment), no. 553 (22 June-5 July 2000), p. 41.
See Jonathan Clements and Motoko Tamamuro, The Dorama Encyclopedia:
A Guide to Japanese TV Drama Since 1953 (Berkeley, California: Stone Bridge
Press, 2003), pp. 219–220.
See Yvonne Tasker, Working Girls, p. 6.
Noël Carroll, “Notes on the sight gag”, Theorizing the Moving Image (Cambridge,
New York and Melbourne: Cambridge University Press, 1996), p. 146.
See Carroll, ibid., p. 150 and p. 153.
Ibid., p. 146.
See Braudy, The World in a Frame, p. 114.
To spoke of Fulltime Killer as a “mid-way station” towards making films fully
spoken in English. The rationale was to broaden the market for Hong Kong
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films, particularly in the traditional Southeast Asian market, because relying
on the Hong Kong domestic market alone would not bring about a “big
resurgence” of the Hong Kong cinema and reverse its present decline. See
Cheung Kwok-man (Zhang Guowen), “Du Qifeng: maixiang Yazhou hua
diyi bu” (“Johnnie To: The first step towards Asianization”), Dianying
Shuangzhou Kan (City Entertainment), no. 581 (19 July-1 August 2001), p. 37.
Ien Ang, On Not Speaking Chinese: Living between Asia and the West (London
and New York: Routledge, 2001), p. 36.
Ibid., p. 35.
Examples of Cantonese films set in the Southeast Asian diaspora are Song of
Malaya (1954), Love in Penang (1954), Moon under the Palm Grove (1957), Blood
Stains the Valley of Love (1957), She Married an Overseas Chinese (1957), Kuala
Lumpur Nights (1958), Grass by the Lake (1959), Merdeka Bridge (1959), Bride
from Another Town (1959), The Fragrance of Durians (1959), The Curse (1965),
Love with a Malaysian Girl (1969). Hong Kong’s Mandarin cinema also produced
numerous features about the Diaspora, including Nyonya (1952), Baba and
Nyonya (1956), Rendezvous in the South Sea (1960), The Lovers and the Python
(1961), The Girl from Phnom Penh (1963). Perhaps the most famous of all the
Southeast Asian-set features is Bruce Lee’s The Big Boss (1971), which is set
in Thailand and dubbed into Mandarin and Cantonese versions. For a
filmography of Hong Kong films dealing with the Diaspora at large, see the
16th Hong Kong International Film Festival catalogue Overseas Chinese Figures
in Cinema (Hong Kong: Urban Council, 1992), pp. 124–127 (in Chinese only).
The majority of these films were set in pre-independence Malaysia, showing
effectively a strong Chinese immigrant flow between Hong Kong and the
British-administered territories of Malaya, the Straits Settlements (including
Singapore and Penang), Sarawak and North Borneo, before all these territories
were incorporated into the Federation of Malaysia in 1963 (North Borneo
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Ien Ang, ibid., p. 36.
See interview with Andy Lau, Dianying Shuangzhou Kan (City Entertainment),
no. 581 (19 July-1 August 2001), p. 40.
Intimations here of Ford’s The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance (1962), where
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moments, the Western genre is a rich source for such motifs. Edward Dmytryk’s
Western Warlock (1959) contains a scene of the hero Richard Widmark being
pinned down by the villain sticking a knife in his hand. It is not clear whether
To has seen Warlock, a film largely neglected but which has developed a cult
reputation and is one of the classical Western influences on Leone’s Once upon
a Time in the West (1969).
See “Johnnie To: The first step towards Asianization”, Dianying Shuangzhou
Kan (City Entertainment), no. 581, p. 37.
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(London and New York: Routledge, 1993), p. 109. Mark Gallagher makes
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the male body: “Action films, through their overemphasis on the terrain of
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melodrama in the Hollywood action film”, p. 209.
26 The quotes are taken from “Interview with Yvonne Tasker”, The Velvet Light
Trap, no. 49 (Spring 2002), pp. 45–46.
27 See Mary Ann Doane, “The voice in the cinema: The articulation of body
and space”, in Philip Rosen (ed.), Narrative, Apparatus, Ideology (New York:
Columbia University Press, 1986), p. 335.
28 Ibid., p. 336. Doane asserts that the spectator is aware of the gap between body
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Though they were more suitable for the role, both actors did not have the
star power of Cecilia Cheung, and for this reason, To did not see fit to give
either Wong or Siu the breaks they deserved by casting either one in the role
opposite Andy Lau. Cheung was also cast because she had worked with Andy
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prior to Running on Karma, and both stars were felt to have good chemistry.
30 Wai Ka-fai, in “Making Of ” extra feature on DVD of Running on Karma,
published by Mei Ah, Hong Kong.
31 Frye, Anatomy of Criticism, p. 148.
32 See interview with To in the extras of the DVD edition of Throw Down,
published by Panorama, Hong Kong. See also “Author’s Interview with Johnnie
To”, Appendix 1.
33 These films include John Sturges’s The Magnificent Seven (1960), Martin Ritt’s
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Star Wars (1977), Jimmy Murakami’s Battle beyond the Stars (1980), George
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(“Character actors and fresh faces in Throw Down”), http://ent.sina.com.cn
(30 August 2004).
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39 Ibid.
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violence in the work of Kurosawa and Peckinpah”, in Yvonne Tasker (ed.),
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the release of Election 2. See also To’s interview with Lawrence Pun in Pun
(ed.), Milkyway Image, Beyond Imagination, 306–314, p. 312.
See Peter Ip Pau-fuk, “Organized crime in Hong Kong”, paper delivered in
a seminar Organized Crime and the 21st Century at the Hong Kong University
on 26 June 1999. See http://www.crime.hku.hk/organizecrime.htm.
Sek Kei (Shi Qi), “Hei shehui de xuanju wenti” (“The problem of election
in Election”), Ming Pao, 8 May 2006.
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28 May 1997.
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See Benjamin, ibid., p. 295.
See Lawrence Pun, ibid., p. 314.
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and Cinema (London and New York: Routledge, 2006), p. 56.
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and the making of a global popular culture”, in Inter-Asia Cultural Studies, vol.
5, no. 2 (2004), 181–199, p. 186.
Ibid.
Louis Koo himself refers to Jimmy as the “coolest, with the highest IQ and
the highest EQ” of the characters in the Wo Sing. See interview with Louis
Koo in Dianying shuangzhou kan (City Entertainment), no. 705 (20 April–3 May
2006), p. 33.
On the other hand, it also demonstrates the prevalence of yang violence, so
much so that it infuses female action figures so that they are regarded as
ambiguous — the notion that “the action heroine is ‘really a man’”, which
is a point that Tasker makes, with her formulation of “musculinity”. See Tasker,
Spectacular Bodies, p. 132.
Pang Laikwan, “Masculinity in crisis: Films of Milkyway Image and post-1997
Hong Kong cinema”, Feminist Media Studies, vol. 2, no. 3 (November 2002),
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Ibid., p. 326.
Ibid., p. 334.
The hell-on-earth motif in recent Hong Kong gangster films was given its most
prominent treatment in the Infernal Affairs trilogy (2002–03). The trilogy’s
Chinese title Wujian dao refers to the Buddhist Avici hell where suffering is
at its most prolonged suggesting that Hong Kong is the Avici hell of the title
— another allegorical sign of the times demonstrating the connection between
the genre and Hong Kong’s economic depression and political dejection in
the post-97 era.
One of the archaic rituals performed during the investiture ceremony of Lok
in Election was the priest smacking the inductees with a sword from behind,
asking the question “Do you love gold or your brethren?” to which the
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inductees reply “My brethren!” Presumably, if someone had answered “Gold!”,
his head would have been cut off.
Sek Kei suspects there may be a third edition because, in his view, Election 2
“has not in fact ended”. He writes, “The Public Security Bureau exerts pressure
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and to end the system of elections, but how will this be achieved? If Koo were
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slaughter.” See Sek Kei, “Yihe weigui gong’an tuchu” (“The Public Security
Bureau stands out in Election 2”), Ming Pao, 9 May 2006.
Sek Kei, “The Public Security Bureau stands out in Election 2”.
Pierre Bourdieu, Masculine Domination, p. 40.
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bodies, described in Steve Neale’s article “Masculinity as spectacle” — a
spectacle accentuated by To through the use of slow motion. See The Sexual
Subject: A Screen Reader in Sexuality (London and New York: Routledge, 1992),
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According to the Hong Kong censors, the handshake was done in the fashion
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Council, the Hong Kong film industry produced 63 films in 2004, down from
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Asian economic crisis.
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which he has written a major study, The American Film Musical [Bloomington:
Indiana University Press, 1987], from where the quote is taken, see p. 27) may
well have influenced his optimistic line of generic pleasure and civilizational
restoration. American genre films are generally considered as redemptive and
restorative (the film noir being the only exception): see The American Film
Musical, pp. 360–361. Since the Hong Kong cinema is patterned after
Hollywood, Hong Kong’s genres historically tend to be redemptive and
optimistic, at least up until the 1990s when the industry started to decline. To’s
films therefore exemplify the characteristics of the changed dynamics of the
Hong Kong action film, as I go on to explain in the main text.
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